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TODAY…



Back in “my day!”



Dad, can I make a long distance call?



REMEMBER THIS?



We are more connected than ever!



97% of shoppers use online media to shop locally  
Source: BIA Kelsey



The typical consumer completes 70% of 
the buying journey on their own 

Source: Rentping.com and Vidyard



Your official marketing materials are only the beginning!





#ForgotToSwitchAccounts!



Social Media person thought this picture of the Space 
Shuttle Challenger disaster was of “fireworks”



Tweeted after the Boston Marathon bombing



Deleted Negative Comments = More Negative Comments



#NotShoppingToday





#HellsKitchen?



#ReallyBadIdea #DidntGoWell



WHAT ARE THE MESSAGES 
YOU WANT TO SEND?

WHAT ARE THE QUESTIONS 
CUSTOMERS ARE ASKING?



QUESTION 1: DO THEY KNOW WHAT 
THEY’RE DOING?

Message One: 
We can be trusted!



You are 
special!

QUESTION 2: DO THEY CARE?

Message Two: 
We DO care!



If what you’re about to post, write, send, share doesn’t 
show that you:

are Trustworthy 
& that you Care 
Don’t post it! 



Don’t post this on your Facebook page…



Before you hit “submit” do 
you have the right people 

behind the keyboard?







People can be mean…are you ready?



There are people who  
love to “troll”!



HERE IS WHO YOU NEED!

Uh, by the way, #Marlins also need a CFer. Would love to 
trade for #Angels' Bourjos (unlikely), or maybe sign FA like 

McLouth.
by @ken_rosenthal

@ken_rosenthal no we don't. I got this.
Response from @JustinRuggiano



BEFORE YOU HIT SUBMIT… 
Engage on the Owner-Driven sites that you can do “right!” 



WHAT ARE WE DOING THIS FOR?

Is it to attract new clients? 

FYI: 5% of prospects used 
Facebook or Twitter before 
moving in.             (J Turner Research)

Is it to connect with existing residents?

Do I post the new move-in specials 
or the resident event?



BE AWARE OF EXPECTATIONS

• 42% of people who complain to a company via social 
media channels expect a response within one hour?* 

• 32% of customers expected a response within 30 
minutes!

• 57% of people who contacted a business expected the 
same response time even if the company was contacted 
after business hours or on the weekends.



AVOID THESE MISTAKES

Using social media ONLY to 
advertise

Posting content that has no value

Not posting consistently

Having unrealistic expectations

Source: RentPing Media



Resident Events

What content adds value to residents and prospects?



WHAT WOULD YOUR RESIDENTS 
WANT TO KNOW?

Restaurants

Things to Do



Helpful Tips for Renters 
(ApartmentTherapy.com)



Share Articles from Internet Listing Services and Other 
Apartment Centered Sites



USE TOOLS TO HELP YOU!

Hootsuite.com



ENGAGE ON RATINGS & 
REVIEWS SITES!



87% of RENTERS felt ratings and 
reviews were important to the 

leasing decision process  
Source: 2013 NHMC Kingsley Survey



Consumers trust THESE…

MORE than they trust your marketing messages!





Prospects make decisions about your community
 “at a glance!”



DON’T BE AFRAID OF 
NEGATIVE REVIEWS!

• Negative reviews make you more authentic

• You can showcase your customer service

• Benefit from the free feedback

• More reviews (good or bad) make you more appealing

• Sets realistic expectations for your customers

• Source: SocialMediaToday.com



available.
2. Most of the staff is awful. Only 1 is friendly and helpful out of 4. 

3. Apartments are old GARBAGE with new paint on top. When we expressed our concern about the 
draft coming from our window, we were told the "apartment are old and will do that." If you went to a 
steakhouse and your steak came out cold, tried to send it back, and were told this, would you still eat 
there? The complex owners spend YOUR money on painting over rotting wood and marketing this 

place, but they don't want to fix the apartment. The drafts in our apartment are so bad, in the winter 
we had to keep the heater on 24/7 while wearing coats indoors.

4. Good luck maintaining your thermostat. As I stated, The drafts from your windows and doors will go 
unfixed. The only comfort in the summer is a swamp cooler in the main living room that only can cool 

that room. you will sweat uncontrollably in the bedroom during the summer.
5. Walls are thin. The walls are so thin I can hear my neighbors fight on a consistent basis. We lived on 

and upstairs apartment, and the person below us had a sub woofer, not a problem for a normal 
apartment, but when his sub was only partially turned up, our furniture would shake. The floor creaks 

extremely loudly, making tip-toeing to the kitchen impossible without pissing off the downstairs neighbor. 
Again, nothing will be done to correct this.

6. Balcony's are rotting away. Seriously, the balcony's of the apartment are so rotten and weather 
damaged, I feel unsafe letting my dog go out there. The owners continue to paint over it, but every 

summer they have to paint because it comes off revealing the danger.
7. Appliances are old. They replace them only after they break. Even then, they would rather jury-rig a 

fire hazard out of duct tape than actually replace our water heater that went out 5 times in a single year.
8. Overpriced. They charge WAY too much for what this pile of crap they call a suitable living space is 

worth.
9. I once caught one of the creepy maintenance staff staring at my wife for some reason. I thought he 

was going to start licking his lips and drooling. Just plain creepy, he was lucky he seen me notice sooner 
rather than later. 

Over all, you can find a much better, newer, safer, quieter, apartment or house on this side of town, with 
plenty of parking, for just a little bit more. This complex is a lie and terrible place to live. I hope this 
review help you by actually telling the truth, not just an "Well, it was OK." Don't worry, me and my 



We have been working hard to upgrade our community. As 
part of the changes to ____________, we are upgrading the 
interior of the units with new appliances including self--
cleaning ovens, upgraded fixtures, flooring, and doors. We 

added free Wi-Fi throughout the community, which is 
accessible to all units at no cost to the resident. Our policy 
is to provide the best possible service to all our residents. 

Maintenance issues inside a residents apartment should be 
reported promptly; especially issues caused by water 

intrusion. All maintenance requests are addressed 
promptly and every possible effort is made to see that all 

requests are completed to the resident’s satisfaction within 
a 24 hour period of notification of any problem. We also 
follow up with our residents on every maintenance 

request to confirm that everything was repaired to their 
satisfaction. Sincerely, Property Manager  



STEP 1: APOLOGIZE

Dear Jennifer, 
My name is Rommel Anacan and I am the 
community manager of Acme Apartment Homes. I 
had a chance to read your comments and I wanted 
to say that I am truly sorry for your experience. 



STEP 2: ACKNOWLEDGE

“I see that you’re really 
frustrated with your 
experience with our 
leasing team … and based 
on what your comments, 
I can certainly 
understand why.”



STEP 3: MOVE IT OFFLINE

Please call me at 
555-1234 or email me 
at ranacan@acme.com 
so that we can speak 
directly about this. 



STEP 4: APOLOGIZE & CLOSE

I want to apologize again 
for your experience. We 

really do strive to provide 
the best service and I’m 
sorry that in your case 

we’ve fallen short. 



If you’d like to bring this program or any other program to 
your organization, I’d love to partner with you!

Be sure to leave me your contact information and take 
mine so we can be in touch!
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REMEMBER…

Your customers are watching you!
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Thank you to our sponsors and to all of you!


